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WORDS OF INTRODUCTION
Between February 2015 and July 2016, eleven organisations based on three different continents - Europe, Asia, Latin America
- joined together within ‘Social Inclusion Out of the Box’ Capacity Building project so as to tackle the issue of social inclusion
through creativity. The main focus of this unique partnership was to:
exchange innovative educational practices of social inclusion in the field of youth;
develop new competences related to social inclusion through creativity in order to contribute to greater youth active participation in social, cultural and political dimensions of their lives;
promote peer learning and youth cooperation based on creativity and intercultural learning;
create innovative tools related to social inclusion.
The Toolkit you are reading is one of the outputs created jointly by the organisations engaged in the project! It collects non-formal
education methods coming from different realities and chosen from among good practices of the project partners. All activities
address the topic of social inclusion from a number of different perspectives, looking out of the box. Through the exchange of
practices and later through their testing in the daily activities of various partners, the Toolkit was built up step by step, tool by tool
and test by test. This way it became a great testimony of a unique cooperation and of a powerful learning journey.
Now this Toolkit is also a resource booklet open for practitioners in different parts of the world. Therefore, please feel free to use it
and adapt it to your own needs and reality. With that in mind, we would like to encourage you to share with us your experience of
working with the Toolkit. Also, please do let us know if you would like to share any of your own or otherwise known and effective
inclusion tools!
For more information about the project and other tools created, please check: www.socialinclusionoutofthebox.org
Marta Piszczek,
Coordinator of SIOB Project
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THE PROJECT MEMBERS
Nexes, Spain
Youth organization based in Barcelona,
focused on local and international
activities promoting intercultural
learning, active participation and
sustainable social transformation.
Consilium Education and Training Ltd,
United Kingdom
Located in Malvern, charity promotes
intercultural learning, active
participation and sustainable social
transformation through embracing
diversity as an enriching resource.
Haus der offenenTür – HoT, Germany
Youth center in Sinzig specializes in
open youth work, providing a house as
meeting point for young people and
carrying out social work at schools. The
center focuses on young people with
fewer opportunities.
Youth Exchange Service - YES,
The Netherlands
Situated in Venhuizen, YES targets
mainly young people from rural areas.
The NGO works with volunteers and
focuses on coaching youth initiatives as
well as organizing youth exchanges,
seminars and training courses.
Youth Included, Czech Republic
A non-profit organization based in
Prague, managed by a team of youth
workers and experts in the fields of
youth work, intercultural cooperation
and promotion of diversity.
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Xena, Italy
A non-profit youth association located
in Padova, which promotes the meeting
and cultural exchange through the focus
on diversity as an enriching resource.
Campaign for Change Nepal - CCN,
Nepal
NGO based in Kathmandu, works
towards establishing culturally vibrant,
socially participatory, democratic and
economically sustainable society in
Nepal.
Solidarités Jeunesses - SJ Vietnam,
Vietnam
Youth organization based in Hanoi,
promotes the values of solidarity, peace
and tolerance by fostering youth
citizenship projects and fostering
volunteering.
Evergreen Center for Sustainable
Development, China
A public interest organization based in
Beijing that actively practices and
promotes sustainable development.
Asociación Solidaridad y Acción – A.S.A.,
Ecuador
Located in Quito, the NGO works on local
development projects in the areas of
education, health, family support and
placement, housing and civic participation.
Los Cachorros - Asociación Educativa
Nuevo Amauta, Peru
Based in Lima, the association was
created in order to provide
opportunities to socially excluded
children and young people.
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WHAT CAN MAKE A TOOLKIT ABOUT CREATIVITY AND
INCLUSION INNOVATIVE
In ‘Social Inclusion Out of the Box’, we decided to look at innovation from the practical perspective.
We are a network of organizations from three different continents, all of us targeting young people with fewer opportunities and
youth in need of inclusion. As such, we have our ways of working with these groups, whether this is through case work, group
activities, reflective methods or interactive processes. Although we use similar participatory and youth centered methodologies,
the specific methods are different. In a world of Internet, full of booklets and toolkits, we were not going to achieve an added
value by creating within a few months some new methods. We could, however, reach this added value through a truly intercultural
experience. And this is exactly what we have been doing over the past year, when shaping this Toolkit.
First, each of the SIOB member organizations proposed a set of methods that they work with in their everyday activities with
youth and community groups. Some of these were created by the partners themselves and others were adapted from already
existing toolkits and training materials, always made and used to support the needs of our target groups. Once the recommended
methods were collected together, we then shuffled them and started the game. As such, everybody had the chance to test and
experiment with the good practices that are used in other countries and within other cultures.
The task was truly challenging, yet extremely interesting, especially when learning how to adapt the tools into our own local realities.
The experimenting phase was somewhat a playground which was used to bring the project members together. By seeing in Germany what is done with youth in Peru or in China or how the workshops from Italy work out in Peru or Nepal, we got to know each
other a bit better and strengthened our network.
In total, during the testing months of the project, the methods were spread across 11 countries on 3 continents and got to be
implemented with different groups and for different objectives. Thanks to these tests we could become more creative in our
inclusion work and see how the processes can be adapted to different target groups and goals. This is a key element of creativity:
the capability to adapt to new contexts, not just by copying or repeating something, but by making it personal.
This is how we hope you will see this toolkit as well! Not as a guide on what to do, but as a present with different ideas that you
can select and combine, make yours and completely change when needed. In the end, these ideas will hopefully add value to your
work in the best way possible when engaging with young people that may need greater support.
Enjoy these methods as much as we enjoyed playing with them.
		
Ramón Martínez and all Toolkit team
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HOW TO WORK ‘OUT OF THE BOX’
In the box! Out of the box! Who is in the box and who is not? Anyway, why do people need boxes to organize this world around
them?
These questions were the base of the first workshop in Barcelona, Spain in the Kick-off meeting of the project ‘Social Inclusion
Out of the Box’ [SIOB] in March 2015. This was the first time when all partners came together to develop this Capacity Building
project idea. As European freelance trainers in non-formal education, it was a nice challenge to prepare new workshops on the
topic of Social Inclusion and Creativity for all 11 partners from Europe, Latin America and Asia. It fits into the vision of this project:
it challenges us to work on something conceptual and at the same time, brings it into a creative action.
All partners in this SIOB-project work with people who are socially excluded. How to share -out of the box- how we work with
people who are out of the box? Outside the boxes that society created; cardboard boxes of independence, matchboxes of welfare
and well-being, tool boxes of respect and power, VIP-boxes of autonomy and decision making and crystal boxes of equality and
human rights...
But for people who are poor, different, vulnerable, strange, problematic, limited, disabled and unwanted …or just unlucky, these
boxes look like stainless steel, hidden behind iron curtains of fear. Fear in the box. Fear outside the box brings social exclusion.
Based on this, all partners involved shared their own personal experiences and feelings of being socially excluded during a specially
designed workshop. Cardboard boxes helped to make the wealth of experience. Personal experiences of exclusion in boxes led to
a good discussion and common understanding on the topic of exclusion and inclusion.
To understand, we need to feel. To be able to feel, we must get in touch with our own vulnerability and fears. We cannot just
peak from out of our own limiting boxes to what is out there, but connecting to the feeling when we were out there. Understand
the fears. Connect to our own feelings of exclusion and inclusion. This connection was essential for our Kick-off meeting, as it is
essential to our SIOB project as a whole: being able to identify ourselves with our target group is the common power of all of us
involved in this project. We want to use this to invite people to join us or to join people who are there; out of the box.
The session was revealing. We tuned in with only some cardboard boxes, successfully. Creativity makes it easy for us to reach the
people we work with and for them to develop trust in us. Creativity invites us to be vulnerable and it softly takes away our own
fears. Creativity is challenging us to step out of our systematic thinking, in which we place everything in boxes as a result of our
need to understand the world and to deal with this world around us. Creativity challenges to be playful and to explore. Creativity
invited us to think out of the box together!
SIOB encourages us to use our creativity and our common understanding to further develop social activities in our local communities, but in a global context. That is what SIOB is about and this is what we gathered in this Toolkit. Share tools and cross-pollinate
our experiences and our methods. We invite you to use, explore and experiment with these tools, to work with people around you,
who could use some understanding and color in their lives. So be brave and ‘Get out of the box to work out of the box!’
Gabi Steinprinz,
Non-formal education trainer
and community worker
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INCLUSION AND CREATIVITY
What do we understand by inclusion? And by creativity?
Inclusion and creativity are two concepts about which much has been said and, depending on the ideological perspective, each
has more or less importance.
As an initial idea, we can understand inclusion as an opportunity to include, to hear the difference, to build from the diversity of
approaches, to see the social, physical, psychological inequalities... To provide space to all people and equal rights to participate
in the society: health, arts, culture, education, respect, love, autonomy and self-esteem.
When we talk about creativity and ability to see beyond the forms and mechanisms established, we recompose the reality in an
aesthetic and original way. Creativity is imagination, intuition, communication, intelligence, construction, open-mindedness.
The capability to be creative allows for facing different situations and looking for different solutions.
Creativity is associated with imagination and divergent thinking, as it often arises from doubt, to reconsider an issue from different
angles, in a process where intuition and memory are involved.
It has also been defined as a kind of intelligence. Some psychologists argue that, given the multiple intelligence theory built by
Howard Gardner, creativity is not related to the ordinary coefficient, but it would be a symptom of the so-called fluid or flexible
intelligence.
Does creativity enable social inclusion? If so, to what extent?
There are a number of practices where creativity is the engine for inclusion of different groups:
- XIC project, started in 2015, is an initiative for people of different backgrounds, ages and stories. The project actively involves
children from 6 to over 93 years old who, through a creative process, are empowered to express their voice regarding the existing
concerns in the neighborhood, performing arts in multiple formats, including street theater, indoor theater, dance and set design.
- BCN Joves puts its focus on the group of young teenagers from different neighborhoods of Barcelona. It aims to empower young
people through social theater to reflect on the social walls between the different neighborhoods of the city.
- Tiretades focuses on the field of health and takes place in hospitals. The main participants are children, hospitalized youth and
their families. Through the visual and plastic arts, the project gives voice to these groups, making their stay away from home more
enjoyable. The creative process culminates with the art installations in the different areas of the hospital.
The three examples work with and for the sake of citizens, who gain voice and visibility through art and creativity. These projects
include diversity in many ways and always empower groups through creativity to the extent that with empowerment, possibilities
are open, inclusion happens, people listen whereas the society is constructed and transformed.
Creativity is a movement, a movement which includes and transforms.
Eva Vilanova,
Artist and Pedagogue
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CAPACITY BUILDING IN YOUTH WORK
We are used to local cooperation in our youth work activities. Often also national and European collaboration. But this project
was different, fully international, three continents involved in a process over 18 months. Such cooperation is not simple, so how
did we manage?
Having youth workers from three different continents working together was possible thanks to co-funding from the Erasmus+
Programme of the European Union. The Programme, among other actions, encourages cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices with the goal of Capacity Building in the field of Youth.
Knowing our objective of creating innovative tools for promoting social inclusion, what did this support from Erasmus+ help us
to achieve?
During the project we had the chance to look at inclusion from many different perspectives. When doing so, a number of innovative outputs were created. This includes a set of viral videos, a virtual game, a final video and a website documenting the whole
process. The list would not be complete without yet another great resource: the very Toolkit you are now reading. It comprises
a number of methods which were first exchanged between the partners, then tested and in the end put together, creating this
unique collection of non-formal education methods.
Preparing all the outputs did not happen overnight, though. All these are the result of hard work and intensive communication that
all partners engaged in. Already in the New Year of 2015 we commenced months of online communication and, where possible,
also met each other face-to-face.
The first such opportunity came in March 2015, when representatives of the eleven organisations involved, met in Barcelona,
Spain, to kick-off the joint project. The meeting allowed for getting to know each other a bit better, helped to shape our work for
the upcoming months and resulted in the detailed programme and division of coordinating roles being agreed on.
Next, representatives of the partner promoters met again in Lima, Peru at the end of October 2015 to evaluate the project so far
and to prepare the next steps.
Finally, the last meeting took place in Vietnam in May 2016. There, in Hanoi, we could not only enjoy seeing the results of our
long cooperation, but we could also share these with over 150 attendees of the dissemination event that took place during our
meeting. It was also the opportunity to look back at the complete process and to celebrate the success of the partnership.
Ramón Martínez,
Researcher and Educator
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VIRAL VIDEOS
As part of the SIOB project, four viral videos were created in order to visualize the phenomenon of social exclusion. By putting
together eye-catching and mind-boggling videos, we wished to stimulate the reflection on the different forms of exclusion present
in our environments. This, in turn, not only led to triggering some debates in social networks and beyond, but also gave birth to
new teaching and learning tools. The videos are now available on the project website or through the links provided below.
They can be used as part of the individual or group learning process where the themes of social inclusion/exclusion, community
actions, active citizenship, etc. are discussed.

#SurfingLife
Exclusion for economic reasons and poverty
Video: https://youtu.be/UqynamBoQsM
Related concept: The difficulty for children from Fisher Villages in Vietnam to
studyand build a decent life because they live in poverty.
The normal life of a young boy at Fisher Village. Without tap water or electricity, when the wind blows, the neighbors have to help him to cover the roof of
the house in order to the roof remains at home. His dream: to be a footballer.
All children have the right to education and opportunities! #SurfingLife
#EmbraceUs
Exclusion due to administrative causes.
Video: https://youtu.be/gyIFqzjkw00
Related concept: Migrant children from Beijing cannot access higher education because of laws that exclude them.
1 out of 3 children in Beijing is migrant from other parts of China. They only
can finish primary school and in order to enter higher education they have to
return to their hometowns, where the quality of teaching is much worse compared to Beijing. All children have the right to quality and public education!
#EmbraceUs
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#GenderBlender
Exclusion based on prejudice
Video: https://youtu.be/RwkQWPoKwM0
Related concept: The value of sexual and gender diversity in a society, the right to choose and build our sexual identity. It is a call
to tolerance, our sex/gender choice makes us free.
Gender as an identity, in a world where to be a man or a women has completely different meanings depending of your background,
community, believes. But there is more than just the binary woman-men, there is a rainbow of possibilities where other gender
expressions and identities are fighting to be respected and considered. #GenderBlender

#AttitudeMatters
Exclusion caused by intolerance and prejudice
Video: https://youtu.be/BoBmp04VNUQ
Related concept: By changing the attitude we change our world, open our mind to a happier, dignified and more caring life.
The diversity of life nowadays is huge: we come from different countries and different cultures. Variety of customs and
traditions is something what we should be proud of. But does it mean that somebody is good or bad because of it?
#AttitudeMatters
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INCLUSION BRIDGES - VIRTUAL GAME
The Inclusion Bridges game came into life as one of the outcomes of the SIOB project and is a result of months of collaboration
of all partner promoters involved. The main aim of the creation process was to learn about social exclusion and to think about the
possible creative inclusion actions that can be implemented across the different countries and in the different realities.
The game is now available as a phone app and can be used both with individuals as well as groups engaged in the joint learning
process. We believe that through using this tool with others and combining education with entertainment, we can raise awareness
and contribute to wider social inclusion.
Description:
The social exclusion monsters have invaded The Earth. You are a Superhero with an ability to construct magic bridges. Your bridges
are the social inclusion actions that can transform the exclusion monsters.
Go around the world, complete eleven scenarios, defeat all the exclusion monsters, discover and unlock the hidden treasure
against social exclusion!
To download the game: http://www.socialinclusionoutofthebox.org
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HOW TO READ OUR TOOLKIT
The following pages are a collection of methods and tools for you to see how our organisations work with social inclusion.
Read through these and when you find something you like, feel free to take the most out of it for your work. We hope to get you
inspired! To ensure that, here are a few tips from us:
TARGET GROUPS:
When reading the tools you may notice mentions of diverse target groups. Do not be distracted by that! We have created or
implemented the methods with our own working groups in mind. These, however, can be adapted to suit the needs of any group.
And what is “any group”? Here we mainly talk about youth with fewer opportunities with any type of needs or we refer to mixed
groups of youth. Due to the background of our project members, many of the activities have been tested with children or adults
and some of them also with trainers and youth workers who engage in educational workshops with young people in the inclusion
context.
And what happens when within the target group there is another specific group? Look out for the activity that was specially
designed for that target group, but also explore other options. If the topics or keywords sound relevant and interesting for you,
remember that you can always adapt the tool to suit the needs of your group.
TIMING:
The times given for each tool have been set by the authors themselves and checked during the testing period. Keep in mind,
though, that each group has their own rhythm and stories. We suggest then that you go through the given tool once in your mind
before implementing the activity and think if you need to add more time to any part e.g. due to moving between facilities, sorting
chairs or tables, handing out materials or allowing participants to have longer talks or deeper sharing. Time is a tool that needs to
play in our favor and can be a bad enemy if against us. Therefore, feel free to follow our indications, but do not forget to double
check the needs of your own group.
RESOURCES:
For each activity we have also recommended a number of resources. Many of these are similar in most sessions that involve
graphic creativity, that is: paper in different colors and thickness, different painting materials such as water, pencils or acrylic colors
and materials for cutting, pasting or merging elements together. All these materials can be replaced by any other that you have
or that you feel more comfortable with. We also recommend having different instruments available for music related workshops
and, in case you do not have any, go through our proposals and create your own instruments with recycled materials. The same
is with the theatre related activities for which it is always good to have some costumes, decorations for the stage, etc. Again,
in case you do not have these, you can make the clothes and decorations yourself when implementing some previous activities.
DEBRIEFING and EVALUATION:
Finally, keep in mind that everything that you find in the toolkit can be adapted to suit the local reality, your own environment, the
people you work with and, importantly, your own likes and dislikes. We hope that the workshops that you will implement with the
use of our tools are fun for all and a great learning experience! To find out how much your target group has benefited from these,
don’t forget to finish off with a debriefing or longer evaluation (depending on how complex the workshop was). Here, it is always
worth asking about the feelings of the group and individuals, what were the elements they enjoyed the most or the least, what
issues the activity helped them to explore and how they can use the new insights in their everyday life.
We believe that the tools gathered in this kit resonate with immense learning potential. Make most of it and enjoy the process!
Ramón Martínez,
Researcher and Educator
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A STAGE TO SHARE, TO FEEL, TO GAIN
Type of activity:			
Role-play, Team-building
Number of participants :		
15
Time:					60 min.

Themes

4

COMPLEXITY:

objectives

Human rights

To organise a space where participants can play as the

Social inequality

main actors on their own stage.

Social problems

To encourage the use of creative activities to tell
personal stories, express thoughts or share
perspectives on e.g. personal or social problems.
To enable facilitate better group dynamics and
encourage team-building.
To help in gaining greater confidence when raising voices
against problems within the communities and sharing

materials

concerns.

Costumes: rented clothes or hand-made by the
children, volunteers and coordinators.
Music

PREPARATION
Have the space ready for the performances and, if

Space to set up the stage.

necessary, prepare the costumes in advance.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Choose an issue that majority of your participants would love to talk about.
2 Divide participants into 3 groups. Each of them needs to discuss the solution(s) to the issue identified.
3 Groups work on the scripts for their performances, supported by volunteers and coordinators. Allow enough time for the
creative process and the rehearsals.

4 Performances of each group followed by comments and questions from fellow participants, audience, etc.
5 Finish off with moderated discussion on the creative process and solutions to the issues identified.

Debriefing and evaluation
The debriefing is organised after the participants finished with their performances. Ask e.g. how they felt during the process, whether it was challenging to find solutions to problems, which of the options was their favourite and how they
would tackle the issue now that they have seen the different perspectives from other groups.

tips for facilitators
There is a need for the leader/facilitator for the big group and for each of the small groups. SJ Vietnam always runs
this activity in collaboration with local and international volunteers. Generally, volunteers help the participants (typically
children) understand clearly what is the issue and give them a hand with some hints or suggestions on how to arrange
the play.
The activity works really well with both participants who are active and open-minded as well as the ones that are shy and
scared of talking in the crowd. It is one of the best ways to share with the group that every one is equal!
Be patient when working with participants coming from different backgrounds. Always encourage and empower them
and never compare. Find the way to keep the participants’ motivation high.
Method shared by SJ from Vietnam
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ART OF SOUND: MUSIC FOR ALL
Type of activity:			
Number of participants :		
Time:					

Music workshop
25
Series of workshops over 10 weeks

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

objectives

Inclusion of vulnerable youth

To support social inclusion through active participation

Promoting participation

and recycling.

Environment and recycling

To inform, increase awareness and motivate teenagers
to recycle. To open up the debate on how to change.

materials

To create a band of musicians working with
instruments made of recycled materials.

Buckets

PREPARATION

Straps
Colored papers

Form the local group to work with. Distribute

Glue

responsibilities between participants.

Projector

IMPLEMENTATION
1 First meeting: define the local group, develop the schedule of activities, share responsibilities
2 Second meeting: welcome the participants and introduce the project. Start the activity with a survey on how much
they know about recycling? Ask participants to bring for the next session some materials that they can use for building
instruments.

3 Third meeting: cleaning and decorating the materials, shaping the instruments. 1st music lesson. Presentation of ideas.
4 Fourth meeting: workshop on the importance of recycling and materials that can be recycled. Distribution of garbage.
2nd music lesson.

5 Fifth meeting: workshop on sustainability and electronic recycling. 3rd music lesson.
6 Sixth meeting: workshop on social, economic and environmental benefits of recycling. 4th music lesson.
7 Seventh meeting: workshop on the impact of recycling in my country. 5th music lesson.
8 At the end of the process, participants get the chance to go together to the streets and play music with their recycled
instruments. This way they not only share their talents, but also promote and visualise the need for recycling.

Debriefing and evaluation
Ideas for questions: What else can I do to contribute to the issue of recycling in my district? How to recycle at school?
Debriefing can develop also towards topics as sustainability, environment, social responsibility and active participation.

tips for facilitators
Always start each workshop with group dynamics to build motivation and enable socialisation.
Ensure that young people are actively engaged in both workshops and music classes.
Music is expression, so you can work with many issues of inclusion: rights of the child and adolescents, female empowerment, people with different skills, etc.

Method shared by Los Cachorros from Peru
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ART OF SOUND: MUSIC FOR ALL - PAGE 2

TESTING
HoT chose to work on this project with a class from a local school. Workshops were divided into a set of sessions in the
classroom and outdoors. Since the school couldn’t allow enough time for implementation of the project according to the
description proposed, the timing had to be shortened. As a result, the project was adapted and implemented over the
space of two days.
For this, some parts of the description were adapted and the activity was organized in three steps:
I.

Discussion on a specific topic with the help of guiding questions.

II.

Creation of the instruments.

III.

Practice of a group song.

IMPRESSIONS
“Children saw recycling in a new way. I instead of the recycling we normally know here - throw it away and it will be
processed somewhere else - participants learned about reusing - keep it and use it by yourself!”
“This was a great opportunity to produce less waste. Especially the combination of creative design, music and discussion made the activity successful, vivid and varied.”
“The practice of the song was very funny, because the children worked on it with a lot of enthusiasm and concentration.”
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AUTOMATIC WRITING
Type of activity:			
Creative workshop
Number of participants :		
4 - 30
Time:					60-150 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

2

objectives

Creativity

To share views, opinions, ideas, experiences, feelings,

Cultural expression

etc. in a group about the same subject.

Active participation

To give voice to the unconsciousness and express it
through the written words.

Community art

To inspire each other and get inspired by the results and
use them (if needed) in a creative way e.g. to create performance, video, music lyrics, etc.

materials

PREPARATION

Notebook

Look for a place to sit down where everybody feels

Pens and/or pencils

comfortable to write. Everybody gets a notebook and a
pen/pencil that they will keep during the whole process.

A clock to keep an eye on the time

Form groups of 4-6 persons that will work together.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Explain the method and the importance of writing without thinking.
2 Test the methods by using any word strongly linked to the experience (e.g. door, green, me, love, laughing, loneliness,
bench, etc.). As soon as the word is said out loud, participants start writing without stopping. After a certain time the
leader says STOP! (usually between 30 sec and 3 minutes). It is important that the time is not determined up front, but
decided when ‘the time is right!’. All people stop immediately. They don’t need to finish the sentence.

3 Participants share in small groups by reading one by one what they have written. Saying out loud the words makes the
writing much stronger. Also, often people can express the rhythm of the writing. After this, groups continue on their
own.

4 Repeat the process, this time having one person in each group saying a new word and saying STOP! Continue
repeating with another person in the group leading each time.

5 Finish off the workshop by sharing some of the groups outcomes and drawing general conclusions.

Debriefing and evaluation
From the automatic writing the group can get strong ideas or concepts and work it out through theatre, plastic arts,
dance, video, music, etc. Any other creative discipline can benefit from the outcomes. It is interesting for the group to
put together the results in one common-final product (such a performance, dance show, theatre, street show...)

tips for facilitators
The method is often used after a period of time with strong emotions, questions, e.g. after a time of collecting impressions, stories, sounds, smells to explore a neighborhood, a community, a group of people…or after a session that is
emotional (confronting, making people think about some issues, questions).

Method shared by YES from the Netherlands
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AUTOMATIC WRITING - PAGE 2
Determine the amount of time you want to spend on the exercise. In some cases you can make it short when
explaining the method for personal use, or when sharing something easy. If the experience you want to use the
method for is very strong, philosophical and emotional, you’d better take longer time. It can give very interesting insights
and people can use the method to deal with their emotions.
The method should fit the immediate previous experience in timing and in steps (e.g. if the method is used to filter
essential impressions and thoughts then there should be enough emphasis on the conclusion and collecting common
elements. If the method is used to just close the previous experience, then step 3 and 4 can be minimized or even left
out.
Think well about the first word as the rest will build on that. If you want to go deeper, start also with a word that gives
people possibilities to write something deeper like connection, hope or feeling. This will help in reaching the objectives
marked before the session.
This tool can be used by everybody, either in a group or alone, wherever it feels useful and appropriate!

Automatic Writing was presented by YES as part of Philtre.
Philtre is a social performance that catches the soul and the spirit
of a certain geographical area. For one to three days, the performers visit the area and try to get as much information and inspiration as possible by mindfully observing the location and talking to
the people. That can happen through organized and spontaneous
meetings with interesting inhabitants and special groups (like immigrants, skaters, key figures in the neighborhood, artists, visits
to the elderly homes, markets, socially excluded people or groups,
etc.) who live there.
Philtre was first created in Lyon and was developed by a theater
group Et Compagnie. As a performance format it was born out of
the wish to give real feedback of Lyon’s districts as the opposite
of the superficial pictures that media provides us with. The
Philtre performance was developed as an improvised theatre
show where impressions and stories are collected, philtered and
given back to the community.
Philtre Europe has an extra dimension. The first Philtre Europe
was performed in Cirié, Torino, Italy and was not only made by
theatre makers, but also by other artists and social-cultural/ community workers. After that, Philtre Europe has been done in Berlin,
Stockholm, Lyon and Stede Broec (the Netherlands). The initiatives were financially supported by the Grundvig grant, a part of the
former European Commission Lifelong Learning
Programme for partnerships in adult education.
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COLLECTIVE DRAWING
COMPLEXITY:

Type of activity:			
Team-building
Number of participants :		
Any
Time:					30-60 min.

Themes

2

objectives

Team-building

To establish a positive and relaxed team culture.

Team work

To experience creativity through art.

Art

To allow the participants to experience team work.
To reflect upon the collective drawing.

materials

PREPARATION

Big sheets of paper

It is a good idea to implement the workshop in a

Pencils

comfortable area, where groups can have enough space
for their task.

Markers
Brushes and paint

IMPLEMENTATION

1 Divide participants into groups of 3-7 people and give them one big piece of paper and as many brushes/pens/pencils
as they want.

2 Ask each group to find the place where all the members feel comfortable
(the activity can be organized outside and inside).

3 Ask the groups to silently create one joint painting. Let them express their creativity. The rule is that each member should
make one line/move on the paper and then give the chance to others.

4 When the drawings are complete, ask everybody to find a comfortable position and start the discussion. Ask some
guiding questions related to feelings within the group, respect towards each other or its lack, leadership, the chance to
express their creativity, etc.

Debriefing and evaluation
The activity helps participants to reflect without words on their position in the society/group: leadership, team work, respect, way of work (people, process, product). Start the debriefing from exploring personal feelings towards and with the
group: How are you feeling now? How did you start? How did you connect with the other artists? Was it easy to express
yourself and collaborate without talking? Which elements facilitated collaboration? What did you learn about yourself?

tips for facilitators
Sometimes you will meet people who do not feel comfortable in the group and who do not want to talk in front of the
others. In this case, if possible, the facilitator should try to reach out to each member of the group personally.

Method shared by Youth Included from Czech Republic
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COLLECTIVE DRAWING - PAGE 2

TESTING
HoT took the Collective Drawing to Germany. The method was used as a team-building activity with a group of German
participants who didn’t know each other before attending together an international youth exchange.
The objective of the activity was to help create an atmosphere of ‘togetherness’ inside the group and also to support
participants in getting to know each other. This would help in breaking the barriers and working more effectively
together during the future youth exchange.
The Collective Drawing was a great tool to use as the group could discover each person in a non-communicative way
first, so without a “leader” who facilitated them. Everyone could explore their borders and opportunities inside the group
and also bring up a part of their personality without feeling limited.
After the final reflection carried out at the end of the exercise, the participants felt more as a group, created the base to
work together and were looking forward to the joint international mobility.

IMPRESSIONS
“At the beginning it was difficult, there were communication problems. But I think that when you draw something in an
empty area and look at the flow of things, you eventually find out that you are still able to communicate in an
abstract way. That creates a connection.”
“We arrived and we didn’t know each other. Everyone was on their own until we started the task together. I think that
after drawing the picture we were closer and we could do much more as a team.”
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DRAW YOUR GROUP
Type of activity:			
Team-building, Getting to know
Number of participants :		
Any
Time:					30-60 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

1

objectives

Group dynamics

To foster the group awareness when creating an

Active participation

artwork together.
To experience the difficulties and possibilities of group
work e.g. respecting and leaving space to one another,
coordination, non- verbal communication, etc.
To reflect on participation and different roles within the
group.
To reflect on the process of working together in the

materials

group.

A big white poster

PREPARATION

A place to hang the poster
(needs to be easy to reach)

Hang the empty poster in an easily reachable and acces-

Drawing materials (different kinds)

sible place. Distribute the drawing materials that participants might need.

Music in the background

IMPLEMENTATION

1 Introduce the task: participants will have some time to create a group drawing all together. Everybody can contribute
with any colours and drawing materials they prefer. There are no specified rules on how to do it.

2 Let all the participants draw and paint on the poster.
3 When ready, invite the group to share their impressions. Ask participants how they felt while creating a common
poster, what their role was and what was the interaction with the other participants like, etc.

4 At the end facilitator’s feedback can be shared, focusing on how the group looked like from the outside and how the
interaction was seen. Also, comments about the group work can be made.

Debriefing and evaluation
Following questions can be asked during debriefing: How did you feel during the activity? Are you happy with what you
drew? Are you happy with the final artwork? Would you change anything? What was your role in the process? What was
the interaction with the other participants like?

tips for facilitators
It is good to stress at the very start that it is not necessary to do a figurative drawing, it can be abstract. Also, the ability
to draw is not important. What matters is that everybody equally contributes to the process. Also, the final picture is
absolutely unique and it cannot be repeated even if you do the same exercise a 1000 times. This is because every group
is unique and, likewise, the interactions in every group activities are unique.
In order to set the mood of the participants and let them explore their creativity, it would be preferable to play some
ambient music during the task. It is also important to provide participants with as much space as they need for the
creation of the artwork.
Method shared by Xena from Italy
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TESTING
Our colleagues from CCN in Nepal took the session Draw Your Group and made it theirs. The activity was implemented
with a group of 23 students in the room with limited space on the walls. To accommodate all the participants and allow
them to draw,, four smaller groups were made in the class. Each team was given a big drawing sheet and could decide
where to place it (e.g. on the wall or on the desks). This made the activity successful despite the limited time and space.
Most importantly, though, each group was given the chance to have their own safe space to work in.
The facilitator interacted with groups and individual participants. This helped them to be clearer about their own
participation, enabled sharing of difficulties experienced as well as helped in focusing on the positive aspects of the
exercise and solutions.

IMPRESSIONS
“The group feeling improved while being able to draw together. At the beginning we were afraid it could be hard for the
participants to draw at the same time on the wall, as there was not so much space.”
“Finally that was one of the main elements of the activity, as they had to interact, talk, make turns and have fun
together while drawing their group image. All these elements shaped together a great session for them and for us in
the team.”
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DREAM CLASS
Type of activity:			
Creative Workshop
Number of participants :		
10
Time:					120-180 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

objectives

Group work

To create handmade items with a group of 10 children.

Handicrafts

To instruct and support participants in selling their

Social benefit

crafts.
To learn how to use the money for the public benefit
activities.

materials

PREPARATION

All possible materials for making handmade creati-

All the materials for the production need to be ready

ons. It is recommend to follow some well-known or

in advance. The location of the workshop needs to be

well explained patterns e.g. using recycled materials.

ready for regular group activities and storing of the materials.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Organize an introductory workshop with the members of the group so as to find out more about their background and
ensure that everyone has a warm heart for the public benefit.

2 First stage of the group work: start with getting to know each other, establish common working rules.
3 Second to tenth stage: participants produce handmade items all by themselves, discuss the schemes, balance the budget (if available), etc.

4 Participants sell the products created. The best strategy for that should be decided on in advance.
5 Discuss how to use the profit generated for the public benefit.

Debriefing and evaluation
A first debriefing can be done during this day where the facilitator moderates the talk between participants and the
community and facilitates the conversation.

tips for facilitators
During the sales there is a possibility that the community has many questions for the participants. Therefore ensure that
while working on the handicrafts you also carry out some discussions with participants e.g. on the benefits of helping
each other, working in the community, etc. This way participants will be better prepared for any encounters with the
public.
The tool enables participants coming from different backgrounds to get to know each other and to develop group work.
In China for example the method is being used when working with migrant children coming from provinces to Beijing.
Through the joint, creative workshops participants can learn more about the concept of the public benefit and even participate in the public benefit activities themselves.

Method shared by Evergreen from China
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FREAK LOVE
Type of activity:			
Creative, Role-play, Reflection
Number of participants :		
2 - 30
Time:					60-90 min.

Themes

4

COMPLEXITY:

objectives

Social inclusion

To learn how to fight for social inclusion.
To open up the debate on how to change.
To reflect on your own prejudges.

materials

PREPARATION

Pens and papers for writing

Get to know your group in advance. Prepare the room

Cameras and phones for video-making

where the online video can be shown (ensure that inter-

Projector to display the initial video (it can be found
here: https://vimeo.com/79468615)

net is working properly or download the video in advance to avoid problems).

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Introduce the activity and show the video.
2 Debate on the themes covered in the video: what did participants see, have they felt excluded?
3 Divide participants into small groups and ask them to write a script of a video through which they would like to tackle
a given theme and attempted to to make a difference.

4 Presentation of ideas.
5 If you have enough time, shoot the videos according to the scripts prepared by the participants.
6 Make a nice closure, speaking about how we can avoid exclusion and promote inclusion.

Debriefing and evaluation
Examples of questions which might be asked: What did you see? What means social inclusion for you? Does this video
represent a situation you encounter in real life? For example? Did you feel excluded at any time? How do you act when
you see that someone gets excluded? What could you improve to work on social inclusion?

tips for facilitators
When watching the video, the youngsters may at some points seem a little embarrassed and uncomfortable. When
starting the debate they open up quite easily and give examples. It may be difficult to get them started about personal
experiences, but there is always one of them who opens up.
The video is shot in the circus environment. A place where everything is possible and accepted. It helps to stimulate the
participants and makes it easier to invite them to work on a follow-up, such as creating their own video.
For that, it would be great to have creative materials at your disposal e.g. clothing, make-up, paper, pencils, paint, etc. It
also helps to ask the participants to step in the shoes of one of the characters that suffers exclusion so that they feel
what it is like.

Method shared by Nexes from Spain
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IMPRESSIONS
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FROM THE HOME TO THE STREET &
FROM THE STREET TO THE SQAURE
Type of activity:			
Creative workshop, Mandala painting
Number of participants :		
6 - 10
Time:					120-180 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

3

objectives

Self-esteem

To experience working together from the smallest to the

Collective empowerment

biggest and from the individual to the collective.

Coexistence

To discover our individual and collective creative skills.
To learn how to ‘listen’ to the difference and to develop
skills in reaching mutual agreements.

materials

PREPARATION

Large sheets of heavy paper, 1 per group of 6 people

Cover the floor with plastic to protect it. Draw two con-

Colouring / artistic materials - pencils, aniline paint,

centric circles on each sheet of paper using a pencil (one

crayons, paper towels, pots with water, brushes,
scissors, etc.

circle of 120-150 cm in diameter and the other 30-50
cm in diameter). Make groups of approx. 6 people each
and distribute papers with the circles. Hand in creative

Plastic to protect the floor

materials so that each group has 1 or 2 pots with water

Music

and enough brushes, crayons and aniline paint to work
on their own.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 AT HOME: Each participant paints the space in front of them individually, in between the two concentric circles, leaving
some blank spaces.

2 IN THE STREET: Now it’s time to paint the blank spaces between individual creations. Encourage participants to relate
with their neighbours and reach consensus without speaking to create together the street between their houses. This is
also an abstract painting using crayons and anilines.

3 AT THE SQUARE: The whole group has to paint together the space in the smaller circle, now communicating to reach
agreements if they need to. It is also abstract painting using crayons and anilines.

4 DISPLAYING THE CREATIONS: Each group uses scissors to cut the mandala they have created and display it where they
choose.

5 CLOSING OF THE ARTISTIC CREATION: All participants can share and discuss what they have observed, how they value
the collective creation, in which moments of the process they have felt better, how they managed a possible conflict, etc.

Debriefing and evaluation
Following questions can be asked during a debriefing: Did you feel comfortable during the workshop? Did you reach
consensus while paining the collective spaces (streets, square)? Did you listen and integrated different points of view?
Has anyone been too imposing? Has anyone felt marginalized? Do you feel fine about your creation once it is finished?

Method shared by Marabal from Spain
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tips for facilitators
This activity can be adapted as much as needed e.g. in its first stage start individually and in a second stage identify
values and qualities that are common in the group of participants and therefore lead to recognition of a team. Make
sure also that you adjust the timing to the number of participants as it may take much longer with more than 4 people
in the group.
Music may help to create the atmosphere. Choose instrumental, relaxing music so that people may feel comfortable
and focused.
Some people may not know where to start. Encourage them to draw a first form to get started, maybe a line or a circle.
Avoid figurative painting. Abstract painting helps because it breaks expectations and judgments of what is “well drawn”
or “bad drawn”.
Curiosity and pleasure are important. Encourage the participants to experiment with the materials: crayons and aniline
paints all together produce interesting effects.
In the street, since participants cannot talk, it may help to paint in a form of dialogue: one proposes a form, the other
one answers with another, and so on.
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LITTLE CABIN CAMP - EYES OF NATURE
Type of activity:			
Outdoors, Eco-activity
Number of participants :		
20+
Time:					60-90 min.

Themes

4

COMPLEXITY:

objectives

Cultural Differences

To go out of the poor areas, see the city and the

Gender

nature.

Family

To provide space for sharing with others.
To encourage playing and talking with children.

materials

PREPARATION

A park/forest with beautiful nature

Prepare all materials in advance and ensure that the lo-

Blindfolds

cation is suitable and safe for the activity.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Take participants to the forest and invite them to explore the surroundings by themselves for minimum 10 min. Next,
get together and ask participants if they would be comfortable to explore the forest with their eyes covered (explore the
group motivation). They need to be careful and slow.

2 Divide participants into pairs and start with one of them being blindfolded. Now their partners are their guides and eyes.
Ask the guides to take their blindfolded partners for a silent walk in the forest. After a 10-minute walk, participants swap

3 places.
Share what participants felt, if there is something new they discovered and if they felt scared when they put the

4 blindfold on.
Have a closing activity for participants to enjoy their time together and with their five senses connecting to each other

5 and the nature around them.

Debriefing and evaluation
The debriefing can start with a general question about the first task, where participants went and what they discovered.
Next, ask about the walk guided by the mothers and discovery with child guiding. Focus on going deeper into feelings
during the activity, trust, differences and similarities with the previous walk. Sharing can continue with asking about the
connection with the real life: Once back in the city and without blindfolds, how can we use what we learned here?

tips for facilitators
If you feel that the tasks will be too easy, start with building the atmosphere of mystery. You can ask participants to
put the blindfolds on already at the beginning. It seems interesting and a lot of things can be explored without eyes.
This activity typically involves parents and children of migrant origin. As such, most traditional Chinese parents from the
countryside are too shy to talk and play with their children. When doing this activity, children are being guided in the first
round and their mothers always walk very fast here. In the second round, in turn, when guiding their mothers, children
are always very slow and careful. As they explain themselves, young mothers do not think it is difficult for the children
to follow them with blindfolds and hence they go very fast. The children, on the other hand, told us that they hope they
can protect their mothers and hope their mothers could play more with them.
Method shared by Evergreen from China
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TESTING
The combination of these two Little Cabin Camp methods from Evergreen were tested by Consilium ET during one of
their training courses in the nature. It was interesting to see the adaptations made and the results obtained working
with a different target group.
In the end, having a clear objective, trust in their teamwork in this case, is the most important part. Also, having the
right methods, just like the Little Cabin Camp, allows to provide a better experience for the participants and supporting
learning process all along.

IMPRESSIONS
“This method can be used to build trusting relationships and encourage discussions in many different topics. It can be
used with children, teenagers and adults so it is a very versatile tool.”
“We were not able to test on the same target audience (mothers and children) but instead we tested on a group of
youth workers and teachers learning about Forest School and Bushcraft. We used the exercise as part of a team building session. The purpose was to use nature to encourage participants to develop empathy with other people they work
with and to engage other senses and not just a reliance on vision.”
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LITTLE CABIN CAMP - NAMES FROM NATURE
Type of activity:			
Get to know each other, Eco-activity
Number of participants :		
20+
Time:					60-90 min.

Themes

4

COMPLEXITY:

objectives

Cultural Differences

To go out of the poor areas, see the city and the

Gender

nature.

Family

To provide space for sharing with others.
To encourage playing and talking with children.

materials

PREPARATION

A park/forest with beautiful nature.

Collect wood in the forest/park. Have some colors ready

Crayons, markers, etc.

for creative activity.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Ask everyone to stand in a circle. Start with introducing yourself by telling the participants about your name from
nature (everyone has the name from nature e.g. sky, pine tree).

2 Give participants 2 min to choose the name from nature for themselves.
3 Everyone introduces their new name.
4 Introduce the theory of Six degrees of Separation*. Next, form pairs and ask each of them to discuss how to link their
new names with the things in the nature (they identify no more than 6 things).

5 Ask each of the pairs to share how they link their names.
6 Distribute markers and crayons and invited participants to make their name cards with wood.
7 Summarise the workshop by stressing that we have a lot of connections joining us to other people. Also, we are all
equal. Things in the nature have their own roles and use, just like we do!

Debriefing and evaluation
Since this activity is an introduction, debriefing is only needed if participants want to share the process of names creation and their connections with nature. The best time for debriefing is after they present themselves or after they show
the badges created. A question can also be made about the importance of connection with nature and our roots.

tips for facilitators
This activity typically involves parents and children of migrant origin. As such, most traditional Chinese parents from the
countryside are too shy to talk and play with their children. Hence, the tool aims to make children and their mothers more
relaxed and invites them to rethink their bonds. Nature is a good teacher.
The proposed activity is used as an introduction to further workshops with the target group(s).

*

According to the ‘six degrees of separation’ theory everyone and everything is six or fewer steps away from any other person in the
world. The theory was first proposed in 1929 by the Hungarian writer Frigyes Karinthy in a short story called “Chains.” To find out more
about the theory, simply search the online catalogues.

Method shared by Evergreen from China
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OPENING THE SPACE
COMPLEXITY:

Type of activity:			
Group Workshop
Number of participants :		
10+
Time:					60-240 min.

Themes

1

objectives

Teamwork

To experience teamwork.

Sustainability

To use creativity to build elements.

Creativity

To bring innovation to the society.

materials

PREPARATION

Everything that you can imagine is useful for this

Since the big array of varied recycled materials is nee-

workshop. It is recommend to bring tools for cutting,

ded, having them ready at least one day in advance is

dividing, gluing and merging elements together, paint

very important.

and any recycled materials that you want.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Together with the participants decide on the topic to tackle e.g. something related to the activities you are currently
doing or that is relevant to them.

2 Explain the task: participants will be creating an installation in the open space, based on the previously decided topic,
utilizing all the materials that they can find and use.

3 Divide the participants into groups of five. Each group will be able to investigate and decide on their perspective for the
topic (what and how they want to show). The activity ends when time is over, no matter if the challenge is over.

4 Each group creates their installations. The idea is to play, open the imagination and make a visual representation of their
idea.

5 Groups present their ideas like in an art gallery, sharing the meaning of their ephemeral installations, what they want to
express with their art. After each of the presentations, other teams will have the chance to ask questions related to the
meaning of the piece of art.

6 Once these presentations and questions are over, the facilitator can invite the participants to talk about their creative
process, where the ideas came from and take the topic to reality asking, if they can use this sort of creative thinking
processes in other situations in life, etc.

Debriefing and evaluation
After each of the presentations, other teams will have the chance to ask questions related to the meaning of the piece
of art. Once these presentations and questions are over, the facilitator can reach the participants to talk about how their
creative process was, where the ideas came from and take the topic to reality asking, if they can use this sort of creative
thinking processes in other situations in life, etc.

tips for facilitators
It is good when the materials have no connection with the topic to tackle, as that will support having a more open and
innovative creation process, where participants will have to think about metaphors and symbolic meaning.
If you are not confident with the initiative of your group, you can previously share with them some installation examples
or even better, take them to the museum to see different artistic approaches to get the inspired!
Method shared by Marabal from Spain
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PERSONAL RIVER
Type of activity:			
Getting to know, Reflection
Number of participants :		
4+
Time:					90 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

1

objectives

Personal reflection

To reflect upon one’s own experience, life situation, etc.

Reflective thinking

To support one another in understanding one’s own

Mentoring/coaching

experience, learning, etc.
To build trust and understanding within the group.

materials

PREPARATION

A3 sheet of paper per participant

Ensure that you have enough paper for everyone

A lot of coloring and creative materials (e.g. crayons,

(1 piece per participant) as well as space to work in.

paints, colourful magazines with pictures, etc.)
Scissors and glue
Relaxing music to play in the background

IMPLEMENTATION

1 Introduce the purpose of the activity e.g. Each participant is expected to draw a river which in a symbolic way represents
their previous learning experiences or the most important milestones in life till now, etc. The choice of intro depends on
the target group the exercise is used with. Facilitators may also choose to start with some guiding questions e.g. (If the
workshop is on sharing previous experiences) Have you ever experienced ....? What is the most distant memory that
you have?

2 Distribute papers and creative resources.
3 Participants draw their rivers in isolation - it is advisable that nobody is talking and some relaxing music stimulating
thinking plays in the background.

4 Participants get into pairs or groups of 3 and share elements of each others rivers.
5 Once the time allocated for sharing finishes, participants gather their rivers in one place (it is advisable to create a nice
gallery so that the drawings can be revisited any time). Next, gather everyone in the circle and ask some finishing questions.

Debriefing and evaluation
Depending on what focus was used, sample questions can be asked: How was it to use the metaphor of a river to visually present your life experiences? Was it challenging to pick up the most significant moments in your life to be presented
or to identify the most important learning moments? How did you feel when sharing your river with other people? What
was the process? What do you think is the significance of the exercise? How can you now use the
knowledge you have?

tips for facilitators
It is a very pleasant exercise and can easily be adapted to any target group. Note, however, that some participants may
choose to draw some traumatising/difficult moments in their lives and will be sharing these. Depending on the group
you work with, you may want to encourage everyone to get personal (if the point is to better understand each other and
provide support) or keep to themselves any details they do not want to reveal. The choice of strategy would depend on
how well you know the participants and what the end expectation of the exercise is.
Method shared by Consilium from the UK
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Create relaxing atmosphere by playing some nice music in the background, but: avoid music with lyrics or some possibly
irritating tunes. Participants need to be able to concentrate on the drawing and not on the background noise. Also, encourage individual work at the start of the exercise.
Some participants may be concerned about their drawing skills - encourage them to use collage or if they prefer,
change the metaphor e.g. road, pathway, etc.

TESTING
Personal reflection is an important element of learning and hence it is widely used in non-formal education. As such, the
Personal River exercise is a very good tool for reflecting as it merges life experience with abstract thinking,
reaching to thoughts and processes that can develop further later on.
Evergreen tested the tool in their context and achieved very interesting results. They implemented the activity with
children aged 6-12 in a local community center, dividing the children in groups of six.
It was hard for the participants to do the first part alone and hence they were communicating in groups while
creating their rivers. This made it a more social process that after the final presentations proved to achieve its
objective. The workshop also became a positive opening stage for further work with the children, based on their
drawings and stories.

IMPRESSIONS
“The biggest difficulty was that it’s not easy for the kids to keep isolated when they drew the river, so they talked about
the picture when they were making it. It might have reduced the effect, but it also achieved very positive
exchange of feelings and experiences, so it reached its goal.”
“It is not easy for children to keep quiet, so we suggest doing some meditation before the activity to keep them calm
and imagine the experience they want to describe.”
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SELF-ASSESMENT
Type of activity:			
Energiser, Team-building
Number of participants :		
32
Time:					90-120 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

3

objectives

Disability

To explore the challenges experienced on everyday ba-

Inclusion

sis by people with disabilities.
To find out the possible measures and solutions.
To establish a positive teamwork culture.

materials

PREPARATION

Flipchart paper

It is important that ahead of the activity some general

Pens and markers

information is gathered about the participants. Also, it

Comfortable place where disabled youth and their
parents/carers have enough space for their tasks

is worth gathering useful information referring to to: the
number of disabled youth in the area, the economical
and educational situation of those youth and their
families, approach and behaviour of the community, etc.

1 Arrival and introduction to the activity.

IMPLEMENTATION

2 Invite participants to do some brainstorming on the situation and problems experienced by each of the individuals
present. While sharing, the main elements should be noted down on the flipchart.

3 Group the problems in 4-5 categories.
4 Divide participants into as many groups as there are categories and ask each of them to discuss their solutions to a
given problem.

5 When ready, invite groups to present the outcomes of their work and discuss the possible solutions and the steps with
the rest of the group.

6 Finish off the workshop with discussion on the collective action(s) to be taken so as to tackle the issue(s), raise
awareness in the society or to directly improve the situation by participants themselves.

Debriefing and evaluation
The activity helps participants to understand their own situation while at the same time they can notice the problems experienced by others. They will also identify their position in their respective communities. Some questions useful in the
debriefing include: How do you feel after sharing your problems? What did you understand from the situation of others?
Was it easy to evaluate your own solutions after the discussions? What did you learn about your own circumstances
and ways to improve the situation?

tips for facilitators
Some participants may feel uncomfortable and unwilling to share their problems. Once this is observed, the facilitator
should ensure that friendly and safe environment is created for those participants.

Method shared by CCN from Nepal
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SELF-PORTRAIT
Type of activity:			
Getting to know, Team-building
Number of participants :		
Any
Time:					30-60 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

1

objectives

Self-assesment

To facilitate self-observation, description and reflection

Self-reflection

and to stimulate the curiosity for the others.

Stereotypes

To introduce who you are, where you came from, what
are the fundamental elements of yourself and your
story.

materials

To put into words your observations about yourself.
To discover new things, see similarities in other people,
get to know and appreciate the others.

Box of coloured crayons, markers, chalk, etc.
Paper (at least one sheet for each participant)
If making a collage: old newspapers and magazines,
glue and scissors

PREPARATION
In case you want to use personal items chosen by the

A wire and some pegs or paper clips for hanging

participant, ask them to take a photo or bring along a

drawings in the workspace

postcard, object etc.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Draw a picture of yourself and your environment.
2 Describe your drawing and listen to the descriptions of others.
3 Finish off the workshop with some guiding questions to stimulate sharing of thoughts and feelings.

Debriefing and evaluation
The activity helps participants to reflect without words on their position in the society/group: leadership, team work,
respect, way of work (people, process, product). This exercise can easily lead to discussions on other topics (e.g. stereotypes) using simple questions: Did you discover similarities between you and others? Have you seen/heard something
that has surprised you? Did you believe or suppose something about someone that, you know now, was wrong?

tips for facilitators
The activity is very useful in case of language difficulties because the image (or object) can be simply shown and not
verbally explained. Hence, also alternative versions of this activity can be done with collage or photography.
When drawing, making collages or taking photographs, it is important to reassure the participants that all the
creations are good regardless of personal skills. Often participants can be blocked by the conviction of “not being able”
to draw. Hence, there should not be any judgment about their drawing or artistic skills and the only thing that matters
is the message that they wish to communicate.

Method shared by Xena from Italy
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TESTING
ASA and Cachorros took the Self-Portrait activity from Italy to Latin America and implemented it with the young
people in their youth centres. The adaptation process turned out to be very interesting.

IMPRESSIONS
“A challenge for us was finding the materials for this activity because the teenagers are indigenous and many magazines have a lot of pictures of ‘white’ people. We thought that there could be a problem of identification with these
graphics. So we looked in national magazines or another type of publications, where we can find more pictures about
the community environment.”

ADAPTATIONS
ASA took the general session outline and developed it as follows:
First, the room was prepared, arranging tables and chairs in a circular shape allowing for better organization in the use
of materials.
Secondly, instead of the drawing, ASA decided to use the collage in which the students had to answer three
questions: Who am I? How is my family environment? What I want to be in the future?
Finally, implementation of the activity was carried out in the following way:
I.

Introduction (5 min)

II.

Distributing materials / preparing the classroom (5 min)

III.

Preparation of the collages (30 min)

IV.

Sharing the compositions (20 min)

V.

Conclusions and evaluation (10 min)
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THE APPRENTICE
Type of activity:			
Role-play, Team-building
Number of participants :		
Any
Time:					1-2 days

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

3

objectives

Entrepreneurship

To encourage team-work and cooperation between

Creativity

participants.

Developing initiative

To encourage team-work and cooperation between
participants.

Leadership

To develop greater self-esteem and active participation.
To bring fun to common work.

materials

PREPARATION

Choice of resources depends on the task(s) designed

Ensure that all necessary information and resources

for participants to accomplish.

are ready at the start of the activity.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Introduce the activity (purpose, flow, timing, etc.).
2 Divide participants into 2-3 mixed groups (it is ok to decide beforehand what the composition of each group will be,
depending of the need for support, distribution of skill, etc.).

3 Each group receives the same challenge e.g:
(A) Organise a social campaign on a given topic related to the interests of young people (the topic should be decided on
beforehand) and launch it on facebook. Team with the highest number of likes wins!
(B) Create a video promoting a given theme, raising awareness of a certain issue, etc. The most creative video with the
potentially biggest impact wins.
(C) Create your own group recipe for an intercultural meal / cake and make it. The most tasty dish /cake with the best
presentation wins.

4 The Boardroom - Presentation of achievements. Participants bring the outcomes of their tasks to the specially designated place where presentations take place. Final scoring and assessments are to be done by facilitators, group leaders,
etc.

5 Following the end of the presentations, facilitators may choose to nominate one winner or announce everyone being
winners of the competition (depending on what your goal is). Next, debrief the exercise by asking questions about e.g.
the learning process, cooperation, leadership, etc.

Debriefing and evaluation
Sample questions: Describe in 1 word how you feel now at the end of the activity/whole process? What was your group
work strategy? How did you divide the tasks? Did you face any challenges? What was the most difficult task? How did
you tackle issues/challenges? How did you manage your time and resources? What do you think about the outcomes of
the tasks presented by others?

Method shared by Consilium from the UK
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tips for facilitators
This is a fun and entertaining group activity based on the popular TV series ‘The Apprentice’. It contains elements of
competitiveness, developing empathy and group trust. It may also turn out to be a challenge, leading to frustrations,
disappointment and even possible conflicts. Therefore, when choosing the tasks think of something challenging (so that
participants want to engage), yet achievable within the time frame and with the resources given.
The activity works really well with both participants who are active and open-minded as well as the ones that are shy and
scared of talking in the crowd. It is one of the best ways to share with the group that every one is equal!
Be patient when working with participants coming from different backgrounds. Always encourage and empower them
and never compare. Find the way to keep the participants’ motivation high.

TESTING
The Apprentice was tested by SJ Vietnam. Prior to the challenge, SJ team shaped the goal of the activity which, in turn,
helped to decide on the best tasks and creative activities for the participants. Overall, the aims was to bring
awareness about social inclusion in general and social problems in Vietnam in particular.
Since SJ was working with the University students with limited time available, the activity was implemented during a
series of afternoons. The workshop had a single central task: making a video. This was then further divided into
different steps for each meeting, starting with an action plan in each group and having three extra workshops on
making the videos.

IMPRESSIONS
“Through making the action plans and video activities, youth got new knowledge about social inclusion and current
issues in the city where they live. Also, based on their own thoughts, they sought solutions that could be helpful and
possible to implement.”
“We promoted these activities on Facebook to call for vote, but not a lot of people outside our volunteers network payed
attention. Because of that, we decided to ask each group to present their ideas about their videos. The judge finally
choose the best video. It worked well.”
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THE COOKING CHALLENGE
COMPLEXITY:

Type of activity:			
Team-work
Number of participants :		
6 - 18
Time:					60-240 min.

Themes

objectives

Cultural Differences

To experience responsibility and develop teamwork.

Physical and Thought Differences

To build self-esteem through cooking.

materials

PREPARATION

Access to the kitchen where all participants will fit

Decide on the recipe in advance to ensure that the

Space for enjoying the workshop results (a round

facilities, especially the kitchen, are ready for the activi-

table where everybody can sit is recommended)
A printed copy of the recipe for participants to

ty. You can also buy and prepare the ingredients or allow
participants to go shopping for them.

follow.
All the ingredients and tools required in the recipe.

IMPLEMENTATION

1 Divide participants into 3 groups. Each one of them will have a different task to carry out e.g. (A) Main dish - Ready to
cook an elaborated dish (B) Starter and maybe the dessert - Preparing cold dishes (C) Setting up the table and
decorations - Making sure the space for celebration is ready. When allocating tasks ,you can ask participants to decide
on their favourite part or do it randomly so that they experience something new.

2 Participants have some time to prepare themselves for the group task. During this period they plan how they will
proceed. It is good for the facilitators to stay with the groups as observers and possible support if needed.

3 The cooking challenge starts: each group gets into their task and have a fixed period of time depending on the time
needed for the recipe. Time remaining should be frequently reminded (unless you give it also as a group responsibility).

4 The activity ends when time is over, no matter if the challenge is over.
5 At the end of the session, participants enjoy the meal and then do a short closing together. If the challenge was not
completed, make a pause, close the session and then go to finish the cooking process all together.

Debriefing and evaluation
The debriefing needs to tackle the group and the creation process in each of the groups, sharing the way the group
was built, how decisions were made, which were the challenges faced and solutions created and if they would change
something in the future.

tips for facilitators
The activity, as a challenge, can fail. When preparing the session it is important that time is measured in a way that participants can achieve the final result. If you see during the process that some external element can make the challenge
fail, feel free to support the groups or allow more time. Try not to extend the time until a point that it is too long, though.
In case the activity fails, due to time management, conflicts in the teams or any other problem, be ready to have an
earlier debriefing. Analyse the situation and stress that the challenge can be repeated later, all together as an improved
team. If in the end there is no food ready for eating, some snacks can help save the situation, but it is best to make sure
nothing is burnt or destroyed.
Method shared by HOT from Germany
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THE INCLUSION ORCHESTRA
COMPLEXITY:

Type of activity:			
Team-building
Number of participants :		
6 - 20
Time:					90 min.

Themes

2

objectives

Cultural differences

To create a safe environment for participants to

Physical and thought differences

challenge themselves to be vulnerable.
To have participants experience the feeling of inclusion
and exclusion through a creative process and create
awareness of Social Inclusion.
To reflect on the experience and provoke a discussion on
the topic of Social In/Exclusion.

materials

To transfer the experience to their own educational
realities (in case of professionals).

About 20 different instruments (1.5 times more instruments than participants, so that everybody has
a choice) e.g. trumpet, guitar/ukulele, pan flute, small

PREPARATION

piano/synthesizer or mouth piano, violin or other

You need some space where the group can make loud

string instrument, drums/conga, mouth harmonica,

noise, preferably indoors (in the summer it could also be

etc. Instruments should not be too easy to play, as

outdoors). Arrange in advance the instruments (prefera-

people have to be challenged in playing one of these

bly difficult to play) and a location where the group can

instruments.

make noise.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Introduction to Social In/ Exclusion and vulnerability. In this part the framework is explained (depending on the target
group it can be about Social In/Exclusion in general or in specific situation/neighborhood). Intro on vulnerability and link
to youngsters we work with (in case of professionals) or just link it to everyday situations (in case of youngsters).

2 Participants are invited to challenge themselves and to select an instrument that they have never played before and if
so, would have (always) liked to play it.

3 Participants start to explore their new instruments individually, without any help of others. They try to play together with
others and create an orchestra. If necessary, they can ask for support from others within the group who know how to
play the instrument. Participants can also exchange if the instrument they have is too challenging or not
challenging enough. The group keeps on refining the sound and melody of playing together.

Debriefing and evaluation
Guided debriefing: Invite participants to share how they experienced the challenge; Explain how they felt at different
moments; Explain how vulnerability was perceived and what that means; Explain what created their feeling of success;
Link to reality - how is this process linked to Social in/Exclusion; Link to their own life experiences of social in/exclusion
(own or witnessing; For professionals (target group): How can this tool be used and adapted to various realities, target
groups etc.

tips for facilitators

The workshop ends when it ends. If there is no special time limit, one could leave it to have a natural end: the group
creates a natural finish and closing. If time is limited, one could influence the ending with body language, or a musical
sign of ending.
The tool is based on organic learning, so it is essential to let people explore and experiment. It is important that people
get into their challenge zone, experience ‘failure,’ get stuck or enjoy moments of success. Don’t be afraid of moments
when nothing seems to happen. The process needs time and facilitators should be able to provide enough of it.
Method shared by YES from the Netherlands
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IMPRESSIONS
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WE ARE AS WE ARE AND WE COMPLEMENT
Type of activity:			
Energizer, Roleplay, Reflection
Number of participants :		
4+
Time:					60 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

2

objectives

Cultural Differences

To understand how many contexts and groups create

Physical and thought Differences

my own reality.
To create a group identity.

materials

PREPARATION

A6 size cards, 3 for each participant

Participants will have to see each other and have the

Timer / Stopwatch

chance to interact. A previous small activity where they

Blackboard or empty space on the wall

move around and pay attention to the group can be beneficial.

Markers
Tape or bluetack

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Ask everyone to stand up, look around and search for the differences within the group
(physical, clothing, body position, etc.). Take a few minutes for that.

2 Distribute the cards to each participant and ask to write o each of them one positive quality that they identified. Cards
can be distributed while participants are still looking around and background music can be played.

3 Once ready, each participant sticks the cards on the blackboard/wall.
4 Participant observe the blackboard and recognise which qualities are mostly repeated.
5 Mark the most often repeated cards and invite participants to the debate on whether they can recognize these as
qualities of the group.

6 Finish off the activity with small reflection on how the group identity is formed by individual identities. Also, ask
participants to say out aloud the qualities that identify them as a new group.

Debriefing and evaluation
The activity helps participants to reflect without words on their position in the society/group: leadership, team work,
respect, way of work (people, process, product). This exercise can easily lead to discussions on other topics (e.g. stereotypes) using simple questions: Did you discover similarities between you and others? Have you seen/heard something
that has surprised you? Did you believe or suppose something about someone that, you know now, was wrong?

tips for facilitators
This activity can be done in two stages, first individually and in a second stage participants can identify values and
qualities that are common in the group, therefore recognising it as a team.
Try to ensure that the adjectives identified by participants are positive and beneficial to the group. It may happen that
participants don’t see a group identity as it might be a big word. In that case, mapping the common elements, asking
what they mean and what would make a group identity can be a good path.
Make sure you adapt the timing of the exercise to the number of participants. It may take much longer with more than
4 people in the group.
Method shared by ASA from Ecuador
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TESTING
This method from Ecuador travelled all its way to Europe and was tested by our Spanish and British colleagues, Nexes
and Consilium Education and Training. While Spain implemented the activity as an independent workshop, UK used the
tool to start a deeper process on intercultural communication and called it “The Group ID.” Both tests were related to
culture, yet with different perspectives. They focused on personal identity in one case and national identity in the second.
It was also the brainstorming step to define participants’ culture and later to invite them to discuss whether there was
any common identity within the group they were in.

IMPRESSIONS
“This method fitted seamlessly with our topic and the other activities before and after. My co-trainer and I were very
pleased with the result and we will both use this method again. The group engaged well and the result was successful
in leading the volunteers into the topic.”
“They all came to the board and wrote down their thoughts. This then led on to our discussion on culture, identity, stereotypes and intercultural communication.”
“When using this method with EVS, it can be nice to look up on personal development. Do they give the same answers
halfway through the project as in the beginning?”
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YEPICANDO - YEP, I CAN DO!
Type of activity:			
Creative workshop, team-building
Number of participants :		
2 - 20
Time:					40-120 min.

Themes

COMPLEXITY:

3

objectives

Empowerment

To empower youth to find talents within themselves

Talents

and others.

Initiative

To show other people what you are capable of.

materials

PREPARATION

Video recording tools e.g. video camera or mobile

Make sure that the video making tools are working and

phone

are fully charged. Choose working space with enough

A projector and a laptop to display the final

room for participants to freely move around and

outcomes

enabling them to make their videos without interfering
each other. Participants do not require any previous preparation.

IMPLEMENTATION
1 Ask participants to think about and share in small groups or pairs three things that they can do.
2 Share in the plenary the most relevant results of this conversations and start the discussion on that.Everyone
introduces their new name.

3 Introduce the concept of Yepicando - Yep! I can do! as a way of thinking that when you want, things are possible.
4 Alone or in pairs/trios, participants record a video showing what they can do and explaining the process step by step so
that someone who watches the video can learn how to do it.

5 When ready and depending on time, display the videos.
6 Initiate the discussion about the process: deciding what to make the video about, thinking of how the video will be recorded, so that it can be useful for other youth in the future and how it was to record it, etc.

7 Make a nice closure pointing out how participants can develop their talents and achieve their dreams.

Debriefing and evaluation
Following questions might be asked: What did you make the video about? How was the process of deciding what you
would work on? Was it easy to map your talents? As you start thinking about them, more comes up. How did you feel
during the video activity? What was best, preparing the script or recording the video? Why some people see easier what
they can’t do than what they can? Who is a yepicando person?

tips for facilitators
This method can be used with individuals as well as with groups. It can also be used to tackle other topics such as communication or inclusion, depending on the way the process is shaped. When doing so, some conditions may be imposed
on the format of the yepicando video or on the groups e.g. making a video without talking or one that can be understood
just through voice without seeing. Possibilities for adaptation are endless according to your specific objectives.

Method shared by HOT from Germany
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TESTING
Yepicando was tested on three different continents by our partners in Spain, China and Peru. Each of them used the
video workshop for sharing talents of individuals, which is the main aim of Yepicando. Each organisation, however, also
made some adaptations and introduced different aims.
In China it became an empowerment session with migrant children, focusing on inspiration and generating positive
feelings. In Peru, in turn, the approach was based on sharing what youth can do, working together on shooting the videos and learning from each other. In Spain Yepicando was used in the second rehearsal day of a theatre project.
Participants were asked to create a short video in which they would introduce themselves to the group and the
organizers, showcasing their talents and expectations. The video material was very useful later on in the team-building
process.

IMPRESSIONS
“Impact on the participants was very positive because, after recording and seeing themselves in the video, they felt relaxed and free to share what they considered their talents. They also had higher motivation to work in team to achieve
further tasks.”
“We started the session with things that they liked doing, and that way talents came up. Many were shy when sharing,
but as more youth were telling about their experiences, the environment got more relaxed and soon, with no fears, they
started supporting each other in the recording process when making their videos.”
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CLOSING THE TOOLKIT, OPENING INCLUSION!
And this is where our Toolkit ends. We have shared with you this creative approach to social inclusion in which we believe,
together with a number of different tools that we use and projects that we have created.
Now it is your turn. Did you get inspired? Did you come up with new ideas when reading about our project? Did you find any of
the methods interesting for your next activity? In whichever way our international project might have caught your attention, we
would like to invite you to go a step further and ... act!
With every small action, we get a step closer to social inclusion. Be part of the change. Copy elements, transform ideas and combine processes to create the much needed impact. We know what the image of the inclusive society can be. Let’s make it real.
Thank you from all of us involved in Social Inclusion Out of the Box.
		 												

www.socialinclusionoutofthebox.org
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Website:
www.socialinclusionoutofthebox.org
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/SocialInclusionOutOfTheBox
Twitter:
www.twitter.com/SIOutOfTheBox
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